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Solutions for Elevated Access Challenges

Southwest Solutions is dedicated to helping you meet your operational challenges and enhance the productivity of your work force with access equipment that provides the highest levels of safety, reliability, performance and ease of use.

SSG is renowned for building products with design innovations and exclusive features that help workers accomplish more in less time. Plus, SSG lowers your cost of ownership through innovative financing and service programs, backed by a nationwide network of dealers to keep your machines in top working condition.

Now, with the new MSP Series of mobile stock pickers, SSG has created a more productive solution for stock picking, facilities maintenance and hundreds of daily tasks that virtually eliminates the need for ladders or other traditional elevating devices. Designed to improve the efficiency, reach and safety of your workers, the MSP Series will help you meet more of your access challenges.

The new MSP Series delivers the quality and reliability you expect from a world-leading manufacturer.
With a compact design and outstanding maneuverability, SSG MSP stock pickers are ideal to get close to shelving and materials.
A Big Step Up In Employee Productivity

With the MSP Series of mobile stock pickers, your workforce can reach higher, carry more weight and work more efficiently. A single worker with an MSP can lift and carry up to 500 pounds (people and materials) at working heights up to 25 feet and do work that would typically require two people with a ladder.

What's more, with heavy-duty aluminum mast sections, maintenance-free components, innovative controls and automatic battery charging, MSP lifts provide the reliability and long-lasting performance you need.

Extra-Large Material Tray
Workers can handle more boxes, supplies, tools or other items with an adjustable, heavy-duty aluminum material tray.

MSP Advantage
- Rugged Planetary Gear Motors with 5 Times the Brush Life of Competitive Models
- Easier Access to Confined Work Areas
- Reduced Labor Costs—Pick Stock with a Single Operator
- Improved Safety Over Scaffolding and Ladders
- Less Set-up Time and Faster Job Completion
- Reach more with 10, 15 and 20 ft Platform Heights
- Longer Duty Cycles
- ANSI Compliant
- Faster Drive Speeds
- One-hand Operation
- Heavy-Duty Construction—Feels Solid When Elevated
- Less Worker Fatigue

More Versatility
With a clean design and non-marking tires, the MSP Series is ideal for stores, office areas, schools, hospitals and other indoor environments.

More Productivity
With the ability to reach higher and carry more weight, workers can manage inventory with greater speed and efficiency.
Discover the Family of Stock Picking Solutions
SSG offers a complete line of push-around and driveable vertical stock pickers that are designed to improve the efficiency, reach and safety of your workers.

Push-Around Stock Pickers
Feature large platforms, high capacities of 500 pounds and working heights up to 21 feet without the need for outriggers.

Store Support Vehicle
Lighter-duty driveable stock picker gives your employees the ability to lift 250 pounds and reach up to 16 feet.

New MSP Series of Mobile Stock Pickers
More powerful, more reliable, and more versatile, the new driveable MSP Series will help you meet more of your access challenges.
A Versatile Performer

With their compact size, advanced joystick controls, and a zero turning radius, the versatile MSP stock pickers provide the maneuverability and positioning needed for confined spaces. Through doorways, down narrow aisles and all around busy work environments, they’ll go places even a ladder can’t reach. Plus, with a family of quick-change platforms, MSP stock pickers can be configured to your specific stock picking requirements and other maintenance needs.

Use the MSP Stock Pickers for:

- Stock Picking and Restocking Shelves
- Transporting Supplies
- Managing Inventory
- Setting Up Displays
- Hanging Decorations
- Lighting
- Routine Maintenance
- General Repair Work
- Hundreds of Everyday Tasks

Joystick Control

The advanced Point & Go® drive and steer joystick controller provides one-handed control while leaving one hand free for increased operator comfort and efficiency.

Standard Platform

Standard 28 x 48 in. stock picking platform features front entry with flexible or fixed rail set-up and 500 lb capacity. Standard on Models 15MSP, 20MSP, 12SP and 15SP.

Optional Platforms

Optional fold-down material tray platform with saloon style side-entry gate and an adjustable 25.25 x 27.75 in. aluminum tray that holds up to 250 lbs of materials. Optional on Models 15MSP, 20MSP, 12SP and 15SP.

Optional extension platform is 26 x 26 in. retracted, 26 x 49 in. extended, with gull-wing front entry access and a 500 lb capacity. Optional on Models 15MSP, 20MSP, 12SP and 15SP.

SSV10 and 10MSP Only

Standard 20 x 27 in. stock picking platform with an adjustable 27 x 27 in. material tray includes a saloon style rear-entry gate. Exclusive platform for Models 10MSP and SSV10 and only available on these models.
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Zero Turning Radius
Compact design allows the MSP Series to turn on its own axis.

Working in Tight Spaces
MSP Series lifts are ideal for stores, warehouses and storage areas where space is limited.
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# Other Machines to Fit Your Needs

## Push-Around Vertical Lifts

**Applications**
- Plant and facilities maintenance
- Stock picking and inventory control
- General contracting
- Confined work areas

**Features**
- Platform heights from 15 to 41 ft
- Fits through standard doorways

## Mobile Vertical Lifts

**Applications**
- Plant and facilities maintenance
- Stock picking and inventory control
- General contracting
- Confined work areas

**Features**
- Platform heights of 15 and 20 ft
- Driveable at full platform height

## Electric Articulating Boom Lifts

**Applications**
- Facilities maintenance and repair
- Inspection and remodeling
- Mechanical, electrical, utility and painting contractors
- Up-and-over applications

**Features**
- Platform heights from 30 to 60 ft
- Compact models for narrow aisles

## Electric Scissor Lifts

**Applications**
- Facilities maintenance and repair
- Mechanical, electrical, utility, drywall and painting contractors
- Vertical applications where platform space and capacities are vital

**Features**
- Platform heights from 19 to 40 ft
- Larger Platforms and higher capacities

## Towable Boom Lifts

**Applications**
- Facilities maintenance and repair
- General contracting
- Dozens of do-it-yourself jobs

**Features**
- Platform heights of 35 and 40 ft
- Can be towed behind any vehicle with a class 2 or class 3 hitch

## Drop-Deck Trailers

**Applications**
- Construction, industrial and landscaping equipment
- Vending machines and supplies
- Safes, pianos and other hard to move items

**Features**
- PowerDeck® for ground level loading
- Decks from 8 to 16 feet long
- Flatbed, utility and enclosed models
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